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Al)swact--DuringtheflightoftheCosmos-2044biosateUite,jointU.S.S.R.-U.S.A.investigationsof
differentcharacteristicsofcosmicradiauon(CR)inthenear-Eaxthenvironmentwerecarriedout.The U.S.
dielectrictrackdetectorsCR-39 and SovietBYa- and BR-typenuclearphoto-emulsionswereusedas
detectors.The presentwork showssomeresultsofexperimentalmeasurementsoflinemrenergytransfer
(LET)spectraofCR particlesobtainedwiththeuseofthesedetectors,whichwereplacedbothinside
and outsidethesatellite.The LET spectrame_urementwithplasticdetectorsiscomposedoftwopans:
themeasurementofgalacticcosmicrays(GCR) panicles,and ofshort-rangeparticles.The contributions
ofthesecomponentstothetotalLET distributionatvariousthicknessesoftheshieldingwereanalyzed
and theresultsofthesestudiesarepresented.CalculatedLET spectraintheCosmos-2044orbitwere
comparedwithexperimentaldata.On thebasisofexperimentalandcalculatedvaluesoftheLET spectra,
absorbedand equivalentCR doseswerecalculated.Intheshieldingrangeofl-l.5gcm -2,outsidethe
spacecraft,thephoto-emulsionsyielded10.3m.radd-'and 27.5mrem d-_(LET :>2MeV c'm-_)while
theCR-39 yieldedaveragesof 1.43mradd-_and 13.4torerod-_('LET:>40MeV cm'I).Insidethe
spacecraft(;_I0g c'm--')thephoto-emulsionsyielded8.9m_d d-_and 14.5re_reind-_.
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INTRODUCTION

T_m F_X.PEmME_"rALstudies which were begun on

board Cosrnos-1887 (Akopova et al., 1990) showed
the necessity of extending investigations of the near-
Earth space environment using passive detectors.
The present experiments had two characteristic
properties: the orbit of Cosmos-X0A4 was near to
polar (inclination i _-82°), and the flight period
almost coincided with the maximum of solar activity

(SA).

In our previous work (Akopova et al.,1990)

we analyzed the experimentalLET distributions
which were availableat thattimeand showed some

orbitaldependence.Itwas noted thatsome orbits

were not amply studied.Also,itwas necessary,to

verifythe conclusionthatabsolutevaluesof LET

distributions,and,consequently,absorbedand equiv-

alentdoses,are more stronglydependenton orbit

inclination(i)than on altitude,forH = 200-400km
above the Earth, in the case of highlyinclined

(i_>60_)orbits.

As isapparentfrom the above,themain purpose

ofthepresentinvestigationwas toobtainexperimen-
taldata about LET distributionsof theCR particles

in a nearlypolar orbitof the satelliteincloseto

maximum SA-phase, using various passive detectors.

Comparisons of experimental data for LET distri-
butions at different shielding thicknesses are also
discussed.

EXPERIM_NT.4.L TECH_'IQUE

The flightparametersof thesatellitewere as fol-

lows:inclination(i)"--82°,apogeealtitude==294kin,

perigee==216 kin,duration--|4days from 15 to29

September1989;i.e.theflightwas intheperiodclose
to thesolarmaximum.

The assembliesofpassivedetectors(.plasticdetec-
torsCR-39 and BYa and BR-type nuclearphoto-

emulsions)were placedon thelidand thebottom of

a specialcontainerwithscientificequipment (outside
assemblies),and insidethe satellite(nuclearphoto-

emulsions).

Afterexposureand recovery,thelayersofnuclear
emulsionswere treatedby theselective-development

technique(Akopova eta/.,1983)toensurequenching

oftheaccompanyingbackground and thresholdsen-

sitivitycontrol in a broad interval of LET. It is then

possible to develop only those particle tracks for
which the LET is not below threshold.

**USFportionofthework partiallysupportedby NASA GrantNos NCC2-521 (NASA-AxnesResearchCenter)and
NAG9-235 (NASA-Johnson SpaceCenter).
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In the experiment. B'Ya-iype photo-emulsions were

used to measure LET spectra within an interval from

12 to 3.5 × I0 "_MeV cm-: in biological tissue with the

lower limit being defined by the effective sensitivity of

BYa-type .emulsions. In several cases in this exper-

iment we have succeeded in obtaining the planar

fluence of the particles with LET ---2.0 MeV cm -_

in tissue, using the relativistic BR-type emulsion,

thereby making it possible to evaluate the doses

from CR panicles practically within the whole LET

interval.

The CR-39 detectors have higher effective LET

thresholds of track detection (~40MeV cm -I in

tissue). In the present experiment, their assemblies

were located, as a rule, next to nuclear emulsions

to provide more accurate comparison of measure-

ments made with the two types of detectors, with

due account taken of the difference in LET intervals

of the particles which are registered by these

detectors.

Two integral LET spectra were measured in each

location of the CR-39--the spectrum generated by

the GCR particles which are not stopped in the

detector, and the spectrum formed by short-range

particles. Since the CR-39 registers particles with

LET _>40 MeV crn -t in tissue (corresponding to the

protons with energy less than _ 12 MeV, alpha par-

ticles with ener_' less than ~ 65 MeV nucleon-_, and

particles heavier than carbon with any energy) and

the satellite had an almost polar orbit, a great number

of low-energy particles were stopped and registered in

the detectors.

Besides the above-mentioned detectors, other in-

vestigators measured the LET spectra on board

Cosmos-2044 using plastic track detectors (Beaujean

et al., 1990) and detectors based on AgC1 (Baican

e: aL, 1990).

In this work, together with experimental studies,

LET spectra for the Cosmos-204.4 orbit were calcu-

lated according to two different programs developed

in the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. The U.S. program

takes into consideration the contribution to the total

LET distribution of the GCR particles (protons and

alpha particles only), protons of the internal radi-

ation belt of the Earth, and the contribution from the

anomalous component with the charge Z. -- 1. The

program takes into account the close-to-maximum

SA phase during which the flight took place, geomag-

netic cut-off, and screening of particles by the Earth.

However, it disregards geomagnetic disturbances. A

similar program was developed in the U.S.S.R., but

it included only the contribution of GCR particles

from hydrogen to nickel.

To compare experimental data with calculations,

LET distributions from the GCR particles with Z > 3

were calculated following the U.S.S.R. code, and

added to the corresponding LET distributions result-

ing from the U.S. program. All experimental and

calculated LET distributions were normalized for 2.':

geometr3'.

Table 1. Fluxes of CR particles with LET >40 MeV era-'
in tissue behind small shieldings (6 <2.0 g crn =2) on board

the biosatellite Cosmos-204.4

Panicles
em:s srx 10-4

6

Nrr Noo t N_; gem -2

10.23 5.60 15.83 0.0935
25.18 2.11 27.29 0.164
12.83 2.02 14.85 0.239

10.92 1.82 12.74 0.250
5.58 1.72 7.30 0.397
2.27 2.20 4.47 1.49
I.53 1.52 3.05 1.95

N+ = total flux; Neck " flux of GCR particles; Nrr - flux
of particles producing short-length tracks.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental data concerning the integral LET
distributions on the external surface of Cosmos-2044

were obtained with two assemblies of detectors: the

U.S. detectors F-I and F-2, behind shielding thick-

nesses _ =0.164, 0.239, 0.397, 1.47 and 1.95 gem -2

(assembly F-I) and 6 = 0.0935, 0.250, 1.49 and 1.97g

era--' (assembly F-2), and the Soviet detectors,

= 1.2 and 1.9 g era-". Inside the satellite, LET

spectra were measured with the Soviet detectors.

Since the orbit of the satellite was near to polar, it

was assumed that the number of low-ener_' particles

with various charges was great and this would cause

a difference in fluxes of particles registered on the

external surface of the satellite even behind shieldings

slightly differing in thickness. This premise can be

confirmed by the data in Table 1 which exhibit the

"values of fluxes of particles measured with the U.S.

detectors behind small shielding with 5 <2 g crn -2 at

LET >40MeV cm -+ in tissue on board Cosmos

2044. Shielding with thickness under 1.5 gcm-: is

made of plastic; at t5 > 1.5 gcm-: shielding is com-

posed of 0.59 g crn -2 stainless steel, 0.120 gcm -2 is

IO-_ --
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FIG. 1. Integral LET spectrum measured on board Cosmos-
2044 with CR-39 track detectors behind _ = 0.164 gem -_.
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Fxc. 2. Integral LET spectrum measured on board Cosmos-
2044 with CR-39 track detectors behind 6 - 1.95g ¢m-L

nuclear emulsion and the rest is plastic. Flux values
corresponding to the smallest thicknesses in the F-I
and F-2 containers (0.164 and 0.0935 gcm-:) show

that there was a significant difference in orientation
or external shielding between the two.

Moreover, this hypothesis is clearly verified by the

data presented in Figs 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows LET
distributions measured with CR-39 on the external
surface of the sateLlite behind shielding with

= 0.164 g cm-2; Fig. 2 shows the analogous distri-
butions at _ = 1.95 gcm -z. In these figures, curves 1
denote LET spectra formed by the GCR particles;
curves 2, the LET spectra of low-¢nergY, short-range

particles; and curves 3, their total. Comparing the
curves from Figs 1 and 2 and analyzing similar LET
distributions measured in this experiment behind
other shieldings and at L_ > 40 McV cm- 1, it becomes
evident that at _ < 1.0 g c"m-z the main contributors
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FnG.3. Comparison of calculated integral LET distributions
from trapped protons and GCRs of Z < 3 (curves t-7) with
the experimentaJ LET spectrum produced by short.range

particles in the flight of Cosmos-2044.
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Fxo. 4. Comparison of caJculat=d and experimental LET
distributions in investigations on board Cosmos-2044 be-
hind smallshielding(6= 1.0--t.5g cm-Z) -'external assem-

blies. [e(DTD):Bcaujeaneta/.,1990.]
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FIG. _. Comparison of calculated and experimental LET
distributions in investigations on board Cosmos-2044 (be.
hind shielding of _ > 10g cm-Z)-'-int ernal ass¢mblies.
['(AgC1): Baican e_ al., 1990; "'(DTD): l_aujean et _I.,

1990.]



to theLET spectra are the short-range particles
(under /._s 200--300 MeV cm-_), and with an in-
crease of/._ this role passes to the GCR particles. At
6 > 1.0 gcm -2, in practically the whole LET range of

panicles registered with CR-39, the bulk of the
contribution belongs to the C.rCR particles.

Figures 3--5 demonstrate results of comparison of
the experimental and calculated data. Comparison of
LET distributions, calculated according to the U.S.

code (without accounting for the contribution of the
GCR panicles with Z > 3) and the experimental LET
spectrum, produced by low-energy particles with a
residual path < 1200gin in CR-39 plastic (Fig. 3)
with shielding _ -_0.I gcm -2, revealed a satisfactory

agreement in the range of L0 from 100 to 1000 MeV
cm -I. At _ <I00MeV crn -I the calculated curve
surpasses the experimental one by approximately a
factor of two, which may possibly be explained by the
contribution to the total distribution from fast par-
ticles which have a residual path > 1200/_m in the

plastic detector.
Figures 4 and 5 show the comparison of exper-

imental and calculated data with respect to LET
distributions on the external surface of the satellite (_
•,-1.0-1.5 gcm -2) (Fig. 4) and inside it (_ > 10.0 g
cm-'-) (Fig. 5). The figures also include, for compari-

son, data obtained by other investigators during the
flight of the satellite. Calculated curves in Figs 4 and
5 were constructed following the above-mentioned
techniques (curve 1: the U.S. code, curve 2: the sum
of curve I and the LET distribution contributed by

CrCR panicles with Z > 3, calculated by the Soviet
program). Explanations of the experimental data are
given in the corresponding figures. Results of exper-
imental measurements made with different detectors

(nuclear emulsions, plastic detectors, AsC1 detectors)
should be noted as to their satisfactory conformity
with total calculated integral LET distributions.
Differences in calculated and experimental data
values at Lo _ 103MeV cm -_, apart from experimen-
tal errors, can also be explained by rather great

V. E. DUDKIN et al.

statistical errors in calculations by the Monte Carlo
method.

LET spectra from the present experiment were
compared with resultsof our previous investigations
of LET spectra (Akopova et al., 1990) for various
inclinations of the orbit (i) from 60 to 83°. The Soviet
satellite Cosmos-1757, as well as Cosmos-20¢4, had
an inclination i = 82°.However, in the first case, the

magnitude of the values of LET spectra flux was two-
to three-fold higher compared with the present data.
In our opinion, there are three factors which may be
involved in this phenomenon. Firstly, Cosmos-1757
was in orbit in the period of deep SA-minimum when
fluxes of the GCR particles in these orbits increase
1.5--2.0 times compared with the SA-maximum, when
Cosmos-2044 was launched. Secondly, the shielding
of detectors used for LET distribution measurements

presented in Fig. 4 (_ = 1.0-1.5 g cm -2) was almost
an order of magnitude greater than in the experiment
on board Cosmos-1757 (6 = 0.1-0.2g cm-_). This
conclusion is also confirmed by measurements which
were made in this experiment with plastic detectors
behind various shieldings (Table I). Indeed, the differ-
ence in fluxes behind _ = 0.164 gcm -2 and _ -- 1.95 g

¢m -_ is almost equal to an order of magnitude. This
difference is observed over the whole interval of LET

which was registered by the plastic detectors. And,
thirdly, in our work (Akopova er al., 1990) we took
into account the fact that Cosmos-1757 was oriented
and detectors were located on the external surface of

the satellite in the spot where, to quote Akopova et al.
(1989), the normalizing geometric factor, allowing for
the spatial angle at which a CR panicle penetrates a
detector, was 4.1 against 6.28 in the flight of Cosmos-
2044. Each of these three factors affected an increase

of the fluence of panicles in the experiment on board
Cosmos-1757 compared with Cosmos-2044.

The data contained in the integral LET spectra
were used to estimate the radiation environment

inside and outside the biological satellite. Values of
absorbed and equivalent doses were calculated using

Table2.Valuesofabsorbedandequivalentdosesobtainedfromexperimentaldataand
calculatedvaluesofLET spectraonboardCosmos-20_

LET > 40.0
[MeV cm-']

Experiment
¢WPE)"
Calculation

Experiment
(CR-39)

Outside
(6 = 1.0-1.5 gcm -2)

Inside
(6> I0g cm:)

Doses D, /-/, D, H,
Data mrad day"_ mrem day-_ mind day-I mrem day-I

1 2 3 4 5 6

LET > 2.0 Calculation 9.30 23.6 4.40 9.14
[MeV cm-'] (,_= 1.0) (6= 1.0) (6= 20.0) (6= 20.0)

10.30 27.5 8.9 14.5
(6 ---1.2) (6 = 1.2) (6 = 10.0) (3 = 10.0)

1.38 16.8 _ --
(6 = 1.o) (,_ = 1.o)

1.32 12.8 _
(6--1.47) (t_= 1.47)

1.53 13.9 _
(_i = 1.49) (6 = 1.49)

"NPE: nuclear photo-emulsion method.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED LET IN COSMOS-20_

Table 3. Calcu'laied_componentsof totalabsorbed dose (mracj_cla_y_'') in
the orbitof Cosmos-20_ ° -

(_, g cm -_)

No. Sources h, km 1.0 1.5 2.0 10 20

1. Electrons 200 52.6 10.7 1.25 0.12
of RBE*

300 72.0 20.0 1.73 0.17

200 0.06 0.05 0.04 --

300 3.71 3.20 2.94 I.II 0.52

200 6.64 6.58 6.52 5.28 4.19

300 6.71 6.65 6.58 5.34 4.29

200 6.70 6.63 6.62 5.30 4.20

300 10.4 9.8 9.4 6.45 4.8

200 59.6 17.3 7.8 5.4 4.2

300 82.4 30.0 I1.2 6.6 4.8

2. Protons
of RBE*

3. GCR

4. 2+3

5. I+4

*RBE: radiationbeltsof Earth.

total flux curves (curves 3) in Figs 4 and 5 (Table 2,

line 1). The table lists the values of doses obtained

from the experimental data (nuclear emulsions) cov-

ering the whole interval of LET (Table 2, line 2), as

compared with the plastic detector interval of L0

>40 MeV crn -_ in tissue (Table 2, calculation: line 3;

experiment: line4).

The dose values in Table 2 do not include the

contribution of electronswhich, as itwas shown in

Akatov et al. (1990), at small shieldingscan reach

70-90% of a totaldose. In view of this,the dose

values for maximal SA would be: D(_ = 1.0)=

69.3mrad day -_ and H(6 = 1.0)= 83.6nxrem day-:

and D(_ = 1.2)= 27.8mrad day "i and H(_ -- 1.2)=

48.0torero day -_. Contribution of electrons at

> 10g crn-2 is negligibly small. The dose values

calculated for positions inside the satelliteare ap-

proximate due to the absence of information about

mass distribution in the shielding which screened

these detectors.

The techniques described in Akatov et al.(1990),

were used to calculatedose values for the orbitof

Cosmos-2044. Results of these calculations,pre-

sented in Table 3,are in satisfactoryagreement with

the experimental data in Table 2.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) In orbits with a large angle of inclination,a

strong dependence of the CR particlefluenceon the

shieldingthicknessisobserved in a range from 0.l to

2.0 g crn-'-.This has been confirmed by previous

investigations.

(2) For similar satelliteorbits,the magnitude of

totalfluenceisa function of the measurement period,

i.e.on SA-phase.

(3) The LET spectra measured by different

methods (nuclear emulsions, plasticdetectors,AgCl

detectors) are in satisfactory agreement within over-

lapping intervals of registration.

(4) Calculated estimations in an undisturbed mag-
netic field allow a satisfactory prediction of the results

of experiments.
Future investigations should be aimed at quantifi-

cation of total fluence of all particles including rela-

tivistic protons.
It is also necessary to give more detailed study to

LET spectra with a sufficiently high experimental

statistical accuracy in the area of very low (< 10 MeV

cm -i) and very high (>5 x 10JMeV cm -l) LET

values.
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